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FreeRider

• Established 
manufacture in 1995 in 
Taiwan.

• Warehouse & office are 
located in California.

• Instant shipping & tech 
support in the North 
American.
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INTRO
Luggie has been a popular folding
scooter over the world more than 10
years, winning customers’ trust and
loyalty.

FreeRider uses precise designing and
efficient manufacturing to offer a full
range of mobility scooters and power
chairs that are certified with FDA-
testing criteria and RESNA, too.
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MATERIALS
• Aircraft-Class 

aluminium frame
• Li-Ion battery 12 

months warranty
• Super charge 

charger
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Aircraft-class aluminium as scooter frame, so
it features strong and light weight of the
Luggie.

Lithium-ion battery are designed with BMS,
Battery Management System. Warranty your
lithium-ion battery 12 months which is the
longest battery warranty in mobility scooter
market.

Hi-End MATERIALS

Super-charge charger to all lithium-ion
battery model. Fully charge takes within 90
min.
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PERFORMANCE

These main 
performance set up 
we’re different than 
other scooters.
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Luggie Super comes with the highest
weight capacity-360lb, based on the
smallest footprint of travel scooter in the
market.

PEFORMANCE

Up to 22 miles per charge which is the
longest range in travel scooter market.

Luggie is the most compact travel
scooter. With 35” as turning radius
which is the smallest turning radius in
travel scooter; 30” in Luggie Chair.

Highest

Longest

Smallest
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FOLDING & LIFTING

Folding variation is 
the unique features 
of Luggie. No matter 
how it fold it by 
manual or remote, 
you need to carry in 
and out. You are 
required to capable 
to carry it.
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The folding & lifting

Luggie is the only folding scooter designing with
more than one folding methods to help you
carry scooter easily and storage scooter
conveniently.

Folding Luggie in half takes 3 seconds. Luggie
can be rolled into trunk by the front wheel.

Folding Luggie in half, the actual lift weight
from rear bumper is about 25lbs.
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MODELS

Luggie comes with 
various models for 
different customers 
demands.
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MODELS
This entry model adopts lead acid battery
and up to 10 miles per charge.

CLASSIC

This entry model adopts li-ion battery
and the range is up to 10 miles per charge.
Fully charge within 90 min.

STANDARD

This model is well-equipped with a 
pair of padded armrest, and we upgrade your 
li-ion battery to 14 miles per charge. Your seat is 
bigger than entry model.

DELUXE

This model is well-equipped all entry model. 
The weight cap is 320lbs. LED battery indicator 
and expandable handle bar are the stunning 
features.

ELITE

This model is the 1st class model by advancing
various features: biggest seat, longest handle,
horn, reverse horn, and wider wheel base.

SUPER
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24/7
24/7 Cash Back for 
Fresh LuggiER; Royal 
LuggiER are always 
eligible to any 
authorized dealers.
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Fresh X Royal

Fresh
You are always eligible to have chance to cash back by
your scooter or get free additional battery when you
buy it from our specific authorized dealers*.

Royal
You are ways eligible to get discount when you
decide to renewal your battery with our
authorized dealers.
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